
Creating the future we want 

 

 All of us have a future. Some things I would do to change the future is to find better 

ways to recycle things. I would try to put more technology in schools. The factories are 

destroying the Earth. We need to stop them from using dangerous chemicals. Animals are dying 

because people are cutting down trees. We need to stop this.  

 Some things we change in the present might help us in the future. We could change the 

factories that are endangering the Earth. If we do this, we could stop global warming, or at least 

stop it from getting worse. Some animals around the world are in danger because people are 

destroying their habitats by building new stores, or making new buildings. 

 Schools should have more technology. Laptops should be in schools for reading and 

typing. All the work can be done, and then sent to the teacher. The teachers should teach us 

the things we really need to know, and the tests should be shorter.  

 People these days don’t recycle that much, and all of the trash is staying on the Earth. 

This is bad. They should put recycling bins all around the world. Make it a law that you have to 

recycle things that can be recycled. There are a lot of things that can be recycled, but people 

don’t know, or they just don’t care. Recycling is important so we don’t have a lot of trash on the 

planet. 

 We all want to change many things in the world. There are different things we can do to 

make these changes. We can use less water, and do fewer things that require electricity. If we 

could get solar panels on every house, we would not use that much electricity. Many people 

might like the solar panels because they would not have to pay for their light bill.  

We should do things to get water from the rain. And the big bottles of water should 

have filters to filter the water for showering, and washing the dishes. There could be a switch to 

change regular water to rain water for the house. You might lower your water bill. 

  Changing the future can be easy. First, you need to know what you are going to 

change. Technology can help us make changes. We can change the future like we want it to be.  
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